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TRANSMITTAL

U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
Washington, D.C.
February 1977

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Sirs:

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights presents this
report to you pursuant to Public Law 85;-315 as amended.

The Commission has observed the development of various
remedies to school segregation over most of the last two
decades and believes that metropolitan desegregation iS a
workable solution which is underutilized.

Most black children in America attend predominantll
minority schools that are intensely segregated. SchoOl
segregation is most acute on our cities where the majority
of black and HiJpanic American children live and attend
racially isolated public schools. These cities include
several school districts with noticeable disparity in
enrollment of minority-majority students. School districts
often reflect segregated housing patterns. Thus, it is not
uncommon for several large cities in this country to have
inner city school districts that encompass large minority
populations, svrrounded by several districts that contaln
very few minorities. It is clear that much of the racial
segregation that exists in these cities is the result Of
deliberate discrimination which violates the United States
Constitution.

This report discuss the feasibility of metropolitan
school desegregation as a solution to such problems.
Interdistrict school desegregation reuiedies are
administratively feasible and such remdies need not impair
local control over education; nor would such remedies
require excessive busing. This method of desegregation
offers the prospect of stable integration and maximizes
prospects for educational gains. Further, we submit,
metropolitan school desegregation plans offer educational
advantages beyond those of desegregation.
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Several communities have successfully utilized
metropolitan or interdistrict remedies. This method of
providing equal educational opportunity is appealing since
there is a trend toward consolidation or reduction, in the

number of existing school systems. Metropolitanizztion is
currently utilized to solve other area-wide problems in
government and in private endeavors. The Commission
believes that voluntary metropolitan school desegregation
should be encouraged by gwernment at all levels.

This report also includes a discussion of the legal
aspects of metropolitan school desegregation. While case
law is developing in this area, existing decisions indicate
that interdistrict school desegregation is a solution which
courts may turn to in an effort to remedy area-wide
constitutional violations.

In this and our recent reports on school desegregation,
we realize that much needs to be done in order to make equal
educational opportunity a reality. The Commission believes
that the information contained in this report will help to
clarify some of the complex issues in this area and will be
useful to those responsible for education in this country.

We urge,your oonsideration of the po 'tion presented in

this report.

Respectfully,

ARTHUR $ . FLEMMING
Chairman
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than t o decades after the Supreme Court's

decision in Brown v. Board of Education,' the segregation of

minority children in the public schools of the largest

cities remains one of the most vexing problems in the

Nation. In the wake of two great migrations--the movement

of black people from the rural South to big cities

throughout the count_ and of whites from central cities to

suburbs--the racial composition of these school systems has

chnged dramatically from predominantly white to

predominantly black.

The conditions that exist in most of these systemain
Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, New York, Atlanta,

Cleveland, St. Louis, and elsewhere--are generally

acknowledged to be distressing. Too many young people are

not being equipped by the public schools to become

productive and independent members of society. The public

schools are Jailing in the great goal set for them by Thomas

Jefferson: 'Ito bring into action that mass of talents which

lies buried in poverty... "

It also has become abundan ly clear in recent yea

that much of the racial segregation that exists in big

schools--in the North as well as the Southviolates t

Constitution of the United States. Federal courts and
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investigative agencies, including the United States

Commission on Civil Rights, have found that school

segregation has not come about accidentally or because of

segregated housing patterns but through deliberate

discrimination by government officials.2

There is no question that when such deliberate

discrimination is shown, desegregation is required, but one

question of the greatest practical i portance remains

unsettledWhether remedial relief may include plans that

encompass areas of the suburbs as well as the city. If the

answer to this question is negative, the right to a

desegregated education will become more theoretical than

real, for minority children in metropolitan areas will

continue to attend city schools composed principally of

minority and poor children and surrounded by suburban

schools that are more affluent and overwhelmingly white.

The one major Oase in which the Supreme Court has

considered the issues surrounding school desegregation on a

metropolitan basis has left the matter unresolved. In

Milliken v. Bradicy3 a bare majority of the Court decided

that the case had not been made for a metropolitan school

remedy in Detroit, but indicated that such a remedy would _be

ordered if it were established that the violation of the

Constitution affected both city and suburban districts.



broad terms Milliken said that the legal result turns on

whether the segregation of public schools and housing in

metropolitan areas is a consequence of private choice and

demographic factors, or whether it is a product of policies

-of racial containment in which government has participated.

This Commission has done considerable research and

,investigation on the cause of racial isolation in

metropolitan areas, and In chapter II of this report we

summarize this work as it bears on the issues the Court

indicated were relevant in Milliken.

In chapter III the Commission examines the remedial

issues connected with metropolitan desegregation. Some have

assumed without careful examination that a metropolitan

remedy poses major administrative and fiscal problems, that

it breaches traditions of local control, that it involves

massive busing, and that it is busing that provokes the

resistance to desegregation. Each of these objections is

analyzed with some care along with the positive advantages

that may be associated with a metropolitan remedy.

Fortunately, it is possible to discuss these questions

in a real, not a hypothetical, context. In several places

in the South, desegregation has already taken place on a

metropolitan basis since the school districts are urban

counties and no political boundary separates city from



suburbs. The experience of these districts can tell us a

great deal about whether metropolitan desegregation works.

Chapter IV discusses the state of the law and the

current political context in which judicial decisionmaking

is occurring. It has become almOSt axiomatic that the

success of desegregation depends not just upon the courts

but upon leadership that is exercised by coordinate br- ches

of the Federal Government and by educators and others in

positions of responsibility at the State and local level.

The discussion indicates some of the cooperative steps that

should be taken if constructive solutions are to be .found.

The Commission is issuing this report in the hope that

it will promote rational consideration of what we regard as

one of the most important public policy issues of our times.

11
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Notes to Chapter I

1. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

2. See, e.g.', U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial
Isolation in the Public Schools (1967).

3. 418 U.S. 717 (1974).

4. Id.
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II. THE PROBLEMS: SCHOOL SEGREGATION IN LARGE CITIES

Its Dimensions

While substantial progress has been made in public

school desegregation over the last decade, millions of

minori y children remain In segregated schools. The most

recent. enroll -nt statistics compiled by the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) for the school Year

1974 show ihat two of every three black children in the

country attend predominantly minority --hools and two of

every five attend schools that are intensely segregated (90

to_100 percent minority in their enrollment). Hi panic

American children are in a similar situation: two of every

three are i- predominantly minorityschools and three i_ ten

are in intensely segregated schools.*

To a very great extent the remaining problems of

segregation by race and national origin in public schools

are problems that exist in big cities. While nationally, as

noted, two of every five black children attend intensely

segregated schools, in the 26 largest cities of the United

States almost three of every four black pupils are assigned

to such schools.z In Pennsylvania, for example, the two

largest citiesPittsburgh and Philadelphiaaccount for

almost all (96.4 percent) of the black students who attend

intensely segregated schools. Yet these cities enroll only

6



73.1 percent of the total number of black students in the

State. In New York State, less than one-half of the black

students are in intensely segregated schools, but almost

nine of every ten such children are in New York City, ch

enrolls only 73.2 percent of the total black school

population in the State. In Ohio about half of all black

public School students are assigned to intensely segregated

schools and almost three-quarters,of the students so

assigned are in the three largest cities in the State,

although these cities account for only 53.5 percent of the

State enrollment of black children.a

Although the South has a far better record of school

desegregation than the North,' a similar pattern of racial

isolation in big cities emerges. The seven largest cities

in Texas account for less than half of the State's black

student enrollment, but almost 80 percent of the black

students are assigned to intensely segregated schools. The

three largest urban areas of Georgia contain only 22.6

percent of black public school pupils in the State but

account for almost half of those enrolled in intensely

segregated public schools.

In sum, while many minority students in rural

communities, towns, and smaller cities have been enrolled in

desegregated schools during the past decade, the great

14



ma ority of black and Hispanic American children who live in

large cities remain in racially isolated public schools.

The dimensions of these remaining problems of segregation

are very large indeed, for the big cities are where most

minority children live. According to 1970 census

statistics, 58.2 percent of all blacks reside in central

cities, with 36 percent living in the central cities of the

26 largest metropolitan areas (SMSAs) of the Nation.° About

50 percent of all Hispanic citizens reside in central

cities, with 27 P'ercent living in the central cities of the

26 largest metropolitan areas.7

The difficulty of dealing with racial isolation in very

large cities is compounded by the fact that in many places

the problem has become not simply the existence of

segregated schools but of segregated school districts.

the black and Hispanic populations of large cities have

grown, and as the cities have lost white residents to their

suburbs, the racial character of city public schools h

changed drastically. When Brown v. Board 'of Education was

decided by the Supreme Court in 1954, the minority

enrollments of most big city school systems were relatively

small. Twenty years later most big city systems were

predominantly black and Hispanic in their enrollment. For

example, the five largest school systems in the Nation--
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those of New York, Chicago Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and

Detroit--contain 18 percent of the black students and 22

percent of the Hispanic students of the Nation. In 1974 two

of these school districts (Chicago and Detroit) were more

than 70 percent minority enrollment, twO others (New York,

and Philadelphia) were more than 60 percent minority, and

one (Los Angeles) was more than 50 percent minority other

large school systems had a comparable or greater degree of

racial concentration. The school systems of Cleveland and

St. Louis were more rhan 60 percent black in their

enrollment; Richmond and Baltimore were more than 70 percent

black; and Atlanta and Wilmington, Delaware, were more than

80 percent black in pupil enrollment.9

Within many of these big city systems many individual

schools contain disproportionately high percentages of

minority or white children. In Baltimore, for example in

1972 whites constituted only 30 percent of the system's

enrollment, but about two-thirds of these white students

were in schools that were 80 to 100 percent white. In

Dallas, Texas, Anglo whites constituted only half of the

enrollment of the system but most of these pupils were in

schools that were 80 to 100 percent Anglo white.

But the problem of segregation that exists within big

city districts pales when compared with the problem of-

9
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segregation among neighboring districtS within the same -

metropolitan area. Baltimore, with its 70 percent minority

enrollment, is surrounded by counties in the metropolitan

area that are 92 percent white in their public school

population. Wilmington, Delaware which has a public school

enrollment that is 85 percent black, is part of the New

Castle County metropolitan area whose other districts have a

school population that is 94 percent white

Accordingly, even if every school in the city of

Wilmington perfectly reflected the racial composition of the

district as a whole (85 percent black) these schools would

still be regarded as racially identifiable in a metropolitan

area whose public school enrollment is 79 percent white and

whose suburbs are 94 percent white-11

It is true that in many places segregation within big

,city systems is under attack, and in several cases Federal

Courts have found that racially isolated schools are a

prOduct of the deliberate 'segregative- practices of city

school authorities.12 But few people regard desegregation

plans that affect the city alone as providing Stable or

Satisfactory solutions. In the words of Eleanor HolmeS

Norton, chairman of the New York City-Human Relations

Commission: 17
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To simply distribute a diminishing numb r of

.whites thinner and thinner is obviously to get

embarked on a process that will not result in

integration. A school with 20 percent white

students and 80 percent minority students is not

integrated...That's why the metropolitan approach

has to be looked at very closely.13

Mor,over, while the degree of racial separation between

city and suburban schools has already reached a very high

level, the evidence indicates that the situation has not yet

stabilized. Major cities are continuing to experience

significant declines in their white population.

In Detroit, for example, from 1970 to 1975 there was a

population loss of about 200,000 people. Most of this loss

was white, and the black proportion of the city's population

increased from 44 percent to more than 50 percent during the

same time.14 Similarly, in Milwaukee, there was a 10

percent loss'in the white population during the early

seventies accompanied bya 20 percent increase in the black

population.15 Thus, plans in big cities that provide for

intradistrict desegregation are not likely to remain stable

whatever the level of minority enrollment in the system.18

In short, we have come to a point where substantial

integration of public schools can be accomplished only if



the-area covered is larger than the city itself. If, on the

other hand, the responsibility to desegregate ends at the

city line, the decision in Brown v. Board of Education will

provide little or no tangible benefit to many millions of

children who live in large cities. For these children,

racially isolated education:will continue to be a reality

for the foreseeable future.

Causes

-141 determining what, if any, remedial steps should be

taken to deal with the racial isolation of students .in the

public schools of metropolitan areas, an assesSment of the

factors that have produced-this widespread segregation is

mportant. If, for example, the segregated character of

schools and housing in metropolitan areaS can be explained

as reflecting choices freely made,byinority and white

citizens, -t miht be difficult ti3.0pstet strong argumen--

for compelled attendance by students from the two groups in

the same public schools.

If, on the other hand, segregation is the product of

governmental constraints that have deprived some people of

the choice of where to live and where to send their children

to school, policy as well as law may argue for intervention

to remove these constraints and to undo the wrongs in which

government has been implicated.

12
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This is essent ally the distinction that some Justices

of the Supreme Court sought to make in the Detroit case of

Milliken v. Bradley. There the Court c nsidered the

question of whether, and in what circumstances, a

metropolitan school desegregation remedy would be justified.

Mr. Justice Stewart concurring in a 5-4 decision denying

such relief, said that a "cross district remedy" would have

been justified if it had been shown that State officials

"had contributed to the separation of the races.. by

purposefully racially discriminatory use of state housing or

zoning laws."17 Justice Stewart, however, was not persuaded

that such discriminatory p actices had caused the

segregation that exists in the Detroit metidpolitan area,

for he added:

It is this essential fact of a predominantly Negro

chool population in Detroit--caused lay unknown

and Rglitimg unknowable factors such as in7

migration, birth rates economic changes or

cumulative acts of private racial fears--that

accounts for the "growing core of Negro schools,

a "core" that has grown to include virtually the

entire city. The Constitution simply does nOt

allow Federal courts to attempt to change that

situation unless and until it is shown that the

13
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State, or its political subdivisions have

contributed to cause the situation to exist.la

The factors that have produced-racial separation

between cities and suburbs undoubtedly are complex. Over

the_course Of the past half century, black and Rispanic

American citizens in large numbers have come to major cities

like Detroit in search of economic opportunity. During the

same period, and particularly over the past, 20 years,

economic factors such as those that have prompted a shift of

industry from city to suburbs, have helped-draw many whites

to suburbia. And it is undoubtedly true that private racial

fears and prejudices (which Justice Stewart apparently

distingui- hes from institutional or governmental

discrimination) have spurred tir movement of many white

families_to the suburbs.

But when all the factors affecting the migration_ of

minorities- P central cities and the movement of whites to

the suburbs=are,accounted for- an important question

remains: why are black citizens not found in significant

numbers in the suburban sections of metropolitan areas? On

this critical issue, the evidence of numerous investigations

and studies is clear. The concentrationof blacks is not to

any-significant degree the result of individual choice or

even income differences among the races. Rather, such

2 1
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segregation has come about because of the discriminatory

practices of important institutions in our society,

practices which government has tolerated, fostered, and in

some instances mandated. Despite changes in national

policy, many of these practices persist to the present day.
1

RaCial concentration In metropolitan areas. The racial

solation of children in the public schools of metropolitan

areas substantially reflects patterns of residential

Segregation. Census statistics for 1970 showing black .

people as a proportion of the population of the largest

cities and their suburbs reveal in a striking fashion the'--

racial dividing line between city and suburbs.

-In-Chicago, for example, blacks constituted 33 percent

of the population of the centr l city, but only 3 percent of

the population of the suburbs The city of Detroiwas 44

percent black in 1970, while its suburbs were only 4 percent

black. Baltimore was 46 percent black in 1970, and its

suburban population was only 3 percent black.19

In Boston, one in every six residents is a black

citizen, while in its suburbs only one person in every 100

is black. In Dallas, one person in four is black, and in

the suburbs one person in every 50 is black. Similar

patterns exist in other metropolitan areas.

2 2
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These proportions do represent an increase in the

migration of black families from central cities to suburbs

during the 1960s, but, with some exceptions, the movement

has been slow and has not resulted in residential

integration so much as the extension of central city ghetto

areas and the establishment of a few suburban black

enclaves. In some places, such as Baltimore, Detroit

Dallas, and Houston, the movement of blacks into suburbs has

been so dwarfed by the migration of whites that the

percentage of blacks in the suburbs actually declined during

the 19605.20

Racial segregation is not explained by income

differences. Statistical analysis cannot demonstrate with

certainty the causes of this striking racial separation in

metropolitan areas, but it can help to place in perspective

some of the factors that may be involved. For example,

has been widely assumed that a basic reason for racially

segregated residential patterns is that black families do

not earn as much as whites and thus cannot affordLhousing in

generally affluent suburban neighborhoods. Yet statistical

analyses of residential patterns suggest that economic

differences account for only a small part of the explanation

of racial separation.

16
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Demographer Reynolds-Farley has ca culated the

percentage of black families that might be expected to live

in the suburbs if the-only factor limiting their residential

location were income and has concluded that the proportion

of black faMilies in suburbs would be much higher than it

'actually is. He notes that if blacks retained their present

income- but were represented in suburbs to the 'same extent

as whites at each income level, 43 percent of all black

families in the New York City metropolitan area would live

in suburbs instead of the 17 percent who actually do live

there. For Chicago, the proportion of blacks xpected" to

reside in the suburbs on the basis of their income is 46

percent while the actual percentage is 8. In othrr cities

the gap iS of similar proportions.21

Further evidence that the causes of racial segregaiion

are not primarily e6onomic is found in the fact that well-
,

to-do whites are more likely to have as their neighbors

lower income whites than affluent blacks. In Chicago in

1970 the segregation index for white families earning more

than $25,000 compared to white families earning $3,000 to

$4,000 was 55. Yet the segregation index for these well-t

do white families as compared to black families in the same
,

income group was 94. Affluent whites were much more

17



segregated from blacks of similar income than they were from

poor white families.zz

In sum while many neighborhoods contain homogeneous

income groups and while large gaps continue to exist between

the incomes of black and white families, these factors do

not explain why the line between city and suburbs' has become

a barrier for so many black citizens. Demographer Karl

Taeuber has estimated that no more than 20 to 25 percent of

the racial segregation that exists in metropolitan areas can

be attributed to economic_factors.23

Racial segregation is not explainable as an exercise of

free choice by black citizens. A further hypothesis that

would explain residential segregation in noninvidious ter s

is that, contrary to the "melting pot" theory, most

nationality and racial groups.in the United States seek to

retain their cultural identities by living in ethnically

homogeneous neighborhoods and that black people are no

exception. Here too, however, various kinds of social

science analysis tend to negate "freedom of choice" as an

important factor in the segregated character of metropolitan

areas.

Demographic analysis, for example, shows that blacks

are far more segregated than white ethnic groups. A

segregation index calculated for Detroit in 1960 compares



the re_idential distribution of people born in Poland or

having parents born in Poland to the residential

distribution of all other whites. The segregation index is

52 markedly lower than the corresponding index for blacks,

which is 85.24 In fact, these figures undoubtedly

understate the differences in residntial concentration

-between Poles and blacks, because the census does not

identify third, fourth, and fifth generation Poles who may

have left their ethnic neighborhoods and become entirely

assimilated. In short, while the concept of America as a

melting pot may be overdrawn, the notion that Americans o

European origin continue to mainta n their cultural identify

by banding together in homogeneous neighborhoods is

unsupported'hy the facts.

Nor can it be argued persuasively that the reasOn

people are far more seg egated by race than by ethnicity is

that blacks are somehow more "clannish" than white ethnic

groups. Indeed, evidence concerning the views of black

famiaies on housing integration is to the contrary;

The NAACP--the organization with the largest black

constituency in-the Nation--has consistently espoused the

goal of residential integration, as have other major civil

rights groups such as the National Urban League. Public

opiniOn surveys show that most black families continue tO

19
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empress a preferende for racially integrated neighborhoods--

fewer than one black in five states a preference to live in

all-black neighborhoods.25 Attitudes toward integration

undOubtedly are a complex of hopes and fears; few blacks may

want *a assume the risks of becoming pioneers and not many

may wish to incur the feelings of isolation attendant on

being the only black family on the block. For most, it

appears tha-t-integrated neighborhoods are perceived as an.

important pArt_of the guest_for better_living conditions.

The role of government in racial containment.

:Demographic and other social science evidence stronqiy; if

circumstantially, suggeets that racial discrimination is al,-

prime factor in the current segregated conditions under

which most urban blacks live. When other evidence is

examined 'it becom -s clear not only that racial

discrimination is a major causative factor, but that

government at all levels has played a key role in creating,

maintaining, and perpetuating the ghetto.

The historical roots of big city ghettos. Although

there are important variations in the history of different

areas, some common threads run through the case studies of

the development of black ghettos in large cities. In most

urban areasiplacks were not rigidly

19th century, when their numbers in
2 7
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small. But racial ghettos began to develop during the first

two decades of the 20th century, when black migration to

many cities increased markedly.

In some areas local authorities enacted zoning

ordinances Which actually mandated the segregation of

neighborhoods along racial lines. Although these ordinances

were ruled unconstitutional by'the Supreme Court in 1917,25

a number of Southern cities continued to enforce them.27 In

othercities a combination of factors--including private

prejudice and choice, real estate and other business

practices, and governent action--contributed to the

development of physical ghettos.

While the process was complex, the important.fact, in

-e words of Allen Spear, who chronicled the history of

blacks in Chicago, was that lithe development of the physical

ghetto...was not the result chiefly of poverty; nor did

Negroes cluster out of choice. The ghetto was primarily the

product of white hostility...1129

With the legal demise of racial zoning ordinances, ,

private covenants in deeds racially restricting the transfer

of homes came into wide use. These covenants enabled white

homeowners in an area to exclude minOritieS completely from

access to neighborhoods. The strength of these private

agree ents derived in large measure from the fact that they
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were capable of enforcement in State courts and that the

Supreme Court indicated that such enforcement did not

violate the Constitution.30

oThe role of government during the 1930s and 40s.

During the early 193os the Federal Government emerged as an

important actor in shaping the housing patterns of the

Nation. The stance that Federal officials took toward

racial discrimination n this early critical period helped

to assure the racially segregated character of metropolitan

areas.

The Federal Government initially intervened during the,

depression to prevent the collapse of the housing market.

One of the major instrumentalities chosen to accomplish this

goal--the mortgage insurance program of _the Federal Housing

Administration--eventually became a key factor in fostering

the growth of the suburbs. By eliminating the risks to

lenders of making mortgage loans available, the Federal

Government was able to ind e financial institutions to

provide favorable terms, including lower down payments and

interest rates and longer periods of repayment, which

brought standard housing within the reach of many millions

of Americans. In doing so, however, the Federal Housing

Administration felt impelled to adopt guidelines for

financial institutions which would help to_protect the
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soundness of the Federal investment. The document

containing these standards, the FHA UnderWriters' Manual,

stated candidly the Federal Government's policy toward

housing opportunities for minorities and toward racial

integration. To qualify for mortgage insurance, new

subdivisions had to protect against influences that would

adversely affect the soundness of the project and:

"Important amollg adverse influences...are the foll

Infiltration of inharmonious racial or nationality

groups."31

To guard against these influences, the manual

prescribed the "enforcement of proper zoning regulations and

appropriate deed restrictions," thus placing the Federal

stamp of approval on racially restrictive covenants.

Indeed, among the detailed concerns of the FHA about

preserving racial homogeneity one was of particular

interest. Even if the subdivision itself excluded

"inharmonious racial groups:"

...if the children of people living in such an

area are compelled to attend school where the

majority or a goodly number of the pupils

represent a far lower level of society or

incompatible racial element, the neighborhood
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under consideration will prcie far less stable

than if this condition did not exist.32

The FBA-prescribed remedy for this nevilo was

interest' g: assign children to schools outside of t eir

neighborhood in order to preserve racial and class

gregation.

The consequence of these policies was not only to

promote the development of new segregated neighborhoods but

to exclude blacks and other minorities from opportunities

for homeownership. The policies declared by the manual were

continued explicity until the late 1940s. Encouragement of

the use of racially restrictive convenants was not dropped

until after the Supreme court ruled such covenants

unenforceable as a violation of the 14th amendment.33 By

that time, the practices of the housing industry and the

Federal Government were well entrenched. FHA was a dominant

factor in the mortgage market insuring almost half of all

loans for new housing, and from the Second World War until

1959 it was estimated that only 2 percent of this housing

was occupied by blacks.3'

Black families did participate in public housing for

low-income persons, -the other major government program

initiated during the New Deal, but on a segregated basis.

Local government authorities were given responsibility for
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administering the Federal funds provided to construct

housing for low-income people, but were required only to

assure that blacks received a proportionate share of the

housing built. "Separate but equal" remained the official

policy of the Federal Go-lrnment and of many local housing

authorities in the North as well as the South until after

the Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of Education

in 1954.35 Although some public housing projects were

desegregated, the practice of segregation both in the

location of projects and in the assignment of tenants

persisted long after the policy was declared

unconstitutional, and in many cities such projects

form the core of the black ghetto.36

today

Other State and local agencies did their part to

-sanction and codify the discriminatory practices'of the

housing industry. Dur ng the 1940s State agencies charged

with regulating real estate brokers, such as those in

Michigan and Delaware-, included in their codes of ethics

provisions stating that realtors should not introduce into a

neighborhood "memberS of any race or nationality...whose

presence will clearly be detrimental to property values."37

Continuing discrimination during the 1950s and 60s.

By the 1950s the Federal Government had committed itself,

through the urban renewal program, to efforts to revitalize
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blighted central city areas. In practice the igslum

clearance", program meant the destruction of a great many

homes occupied by poor black families. By 1967 about

400,000 units of housing in urban renewal areas had been

destroyed, displacing many poor black families 36 The

opportunity to use urban renewal sites to develop racially

and economically integrated neighborhoods was rejected.

Less than 3 percent of the units destroyed were replaced by

new public housing and blacks and other minority families

were generally denied access to the housing built with urban

renewal and other Federal subsidies

meither did Federal or local authorities carry out

their stated obligation to assist displaced minorities in

locating decent, safe, and Sanitary housing outside ghetto

areas. Instead, those dislocated were largely left to fend

for themselves in the discriminatory housing market and most

wound up in other blighted, racially concentrat d

neighborhoods.

Large numbers of black inner-city r sidents were also

displaced by federally-aided highway programs. These

families, too, were left to their own devices and pushed

into ghetto areas. Often those who were not displaced found

their neighborhoods cut off from access to adjacent areas by

the construction of highways and other public works
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projects. At the same time, the highway program facilitated

the movement of people to the suburbs--to jobs and housing

that were often available only to whites.*1

During the 1950s and 60s, although official policies of

racial separation were dropped, segregation in public

housing continued and intensified. As low-income blacks

migrated to central cities by the thousands, the program

increasingly came to be viewed as housing for racial

minorities, and the issue became not merely how tenants

would be assigned within projects but where the projects

themselves could be located.

In Chicago, for example, a Federal court could find as

late as 1969 that each city alderman had been given veto

power over the location of public housing in the area he

represented and that the exercise of this authority had

resulted in rejection of 99-1/2 percent of the housing

proposed to be located in white areas.42 Nor have sites for

the construction of public housing been made available in

any substantial quantity in the suburbs. since local option

governs the program, many suburban jurisdictions have chosen

not to establish local housing authorities and, of the

agencies that have been set up, many have never built any

units. central city housing agencies often possess

extraterritorial jurisdiction, but their efforts to find
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sites in the suburbs have bee-_ thwarted by the refusal of

suburban governments to enter into cooperation agreements.

Such refusals have sometimes been clearly based on the fact

that the occupants of the developments would be poor black

families.43

The race barriers that have made sites unavailable in

the suburbs and white areas of central cities, along with

cost constraints, resulted in a public housing program of

massive highrise developments occupied almost exclusively by

racial minorities and located in black areas of the central

city. These projects--the Pruitt-Igoes of St. Louis and the

Robert Taylor Homes of Chicago--have become symbols of the

failures of policies of racial containment and the resulting

pathology and Social chaos of ghetto life.44

The residential patterns established and entrenched by

government's sanction of racial discrimination have not been

undone by the adoption of national policies favoring equal

housing opportunity. The Federal Government, having

abandoned explicit encouragement of racial discrimination

for policies of neutrality during the 1950s- moved toward

affirmative support for fair housing in the 1960s, beginning

with President Kennedy's 1962 Executive order (E.O. 11063)

prohibiting discrimination in federally-assisted ho_ ing and

culminating in 1968 with the broad ban on discriminatory
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practices contained in Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of

19684s and the Supreme Court's reinvigoration of the

reconstruction era statute guaranteeing blacks the same

rights accorded to whites in acquiring prope ty.46

Several years of experience with these enactments has

shown, however, that discriminatory practices are not easily

abated. Despite the substantial number of cases brought by

the Department of-Justice, evidence abounds of the

continuation of racially restrictive practices by key

institutions of the housing industry. White real estate

brokers continue to engage in racial "steering" (sending

black home seekers to identifiably black neighborhoods and

whites to identifiably white areas) and to exclude black

real estate brokers from access to listing itiwhite areas.47

Racial discrimination by landlords and developers in.the

rental and sale of homes still is widespread even in

jurisdictions that have fair housing laws of their own.4

Data compiled by the Federal agencies that regulate

financial institutions show that minority families are

denied mortgage loans to purchase homes far more frequently

than-white families even when they have the same credit

standing.49'

The difficulty of eradicating these practices of

discrimination has meant thatpatterns of racial separation

if
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persist even in housing development directly subsidized or

assisted by government. For example, during the-1940s,

1950s, and early 1960s, the Federal Government, under

various prograrls, subsidized the construction of large

multifamily projects offering rental housing-to moderate-

income families. Many of these developments were located in

the suburbs and, under .the policies then prevailing, were

made available only to white applicants. In the 1970s

surveys conducted by the Department of Housing and Urban

Development revealed that, notwithstanding the enactment of

fair housing 4aws, a great many of these developmentS-

continue to be occupied predominantly or exclusively by

whites.50

Moreover, even the newer programs of Federal assistance

to low- and moderate-income families enacted

contemporaneously with Title VIII have developed raCially

separate residential patterns. For-example, under Section

-235 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, the

Federal Government for the first time offered subsidies to

enable lo income families to become hoMeowners. Yet, in

large part because of the inertia of the FHA, the program

perpetuated the traditional patterns of separate and unequal

housing for white and nonwhite families, with many new 235

units in the suburbs being occupied almost exclusively by
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white and many rehabilitated units in the central city being

occupied exclusively by minorities.51

Nor have fair housing laws had a significant impact on

the racial barriers posed by the exclusionary zoning and

land use ordinances that many suburbans coMmunities have

adopted. In some cases these laws (for example, minimum lot

size requirements) operate to raise the price of housing

beyond the reach of low- and moderate7income families and in

Others (for example, sewer moratoria) the construction of

new housing is effectively prohibited entirely. In a

instances the impetus behind the enactment of these

restrictive laws has been so blatantly racist that courts

have had little difficulty in striking them down.52 in

other cases, a variety cf noninvidious reasons, including

environmental and esthetic concerns, are offered for

limiting suburban growth and explicit racial motivation is

either absent or difficult to establish. Even in these

instances, however, the impact of restrictive zoning falls

most heavily_on racial minorities. As the most recent

groups to migrate to cities in large numbers, as the groups

which have a disproportionately large share of the most

substandard housing, as the groups which have had the least

opportunity to own their own homes, they are most adversely
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affected by laws which restrict the availability of new

housing opportunities.

Lastly, it should be noted that while some part of the

explanation for racial segregation in housing is economic in

character, racial discrimination in both employment and

housing is an important factor in the continuing income gap

between white and minority families.53 Over the past two

decades while black people have been coming to the cities in

large numbers, many industries have been moving their plants

to suburbans locations. Wher- industry remains located in

the central city, black workers have found production jobs

in -the plants to be a significant source of economic

opportunity. But relatively few minority workers hold

milar jobs in plants located in the suburbs, largely

because they are unable to find houkithg that wou2I 4ve them

access to these employment opportunities . :wernm_:, as

failed to act effectively against this =()%)a of

discrimination; indeed, it has permitl halsing

discrimination to block emr ent opportunities fox

minorities at its own suburban-based installations.55

Although housing legislation prohibits discrimina,;

calls for "decent, safe, and fair housing" for all

Americans,56 a stronger statement of national public
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needed to buttress the affirmative action necessary for

integrated housing.

ary

In 1968 the National Advisory Commission on Civil

Diso ders capsuled the history of ghetto development with

these rds:

What white Americans have never fully understood--

but what the Negro can never forget--is that white

society is deeply implicated in the ghe to. White

institutions created it, white institutions

maintain it and white society condones it.57

Government at all levels is one of the "white

institutions" that has been deeply implicated in the

--creation, maintenance, and perpetuation of the gheito. For

many years government served as an active partner of the

housing industry in a dual effort to develop new housing

opportunities for whites in the suburbs while confining

blacks and other minorities to the inner city. In recent

years the Federal Government has withdrawn from the

partnership, but little progress has been made in undoing

the patterns of racial separation established over many

years. This is exacerbated by the fact that State and local

governments have done little to chang-e zoning laws, building

codes and similar enactments which frequently impede the
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development of open housing. In fact, the forces of inertia

are so strong that government continues to engage in acts of

discrimination even against its established -_licy.

Accordingly, while various factors help to explain the

demographic patterns of large metropolitan areas the causes

of the concentration of black people in the inner city are

not "-_known or unknowable." They remain in racially

isolated housing.and schools because of policies of racial

containment, policies to which government has contributed.

greatly.
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III THE FEASIBILITY OF METROPOLITAN
SCHOOL DESEGREGATION

Many observers would concede that the separatiOn of the
4

races between city and suburbs has now reached massive

proportions and that government has played a prime role in

the containment of minorities within the central city. But

they balk at a remedymetropolitan school desegregation--

which appears to pose major difficulties. Among the

arguments raised against metropolitan school remedies are

that the attendant reorganization of schools would create

large administrative and fiscal problems, that metropolitan

school districts would be mammoth bureaucracies which would

be inefficient and unresponsive to parental and community

concerns, that massive busing would be required to

accomplish school desegregation.

These are most certainly legitimate concerns, and if

they were well grounded metropolitan school desegregation

could not be deemed a feasible remedy. But the facts of the

matter, as explained below, show that the problems

associated with the metropolitan school desegregation remedy

are far from insurmountable. Educational structures exist

for coping with the fiscal and administrative issues

occasioned by school district reorganization.

Decentralization of decisionmaking in reorganized districts
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can avert a l ss of local control or parental influence and

indeed, may even furnish parents with opportunities for more

participation. Contrary to general belief, the need for

busing to accomplish metropolitan desegregation is not

extensive when compared with busing for desegregation or

other purposes within districts.

Apart from the fact that the negative preconceptions

about the metropolitan remedy are incorrect, desegregation

-on a metropolitan basis offers positive advantages. Such

plans are likely to be far more stable and educationally

beneficial to children than remedies limited to central city

school districts. And metropolitan desegregation remedies

are consistent with, and would facilitate, other initiatives

that authorities believe are educationally-desirable.

There is no other approach that will deal promptly and

effectively with racially isolated schools in metropolitan

areas. Additional efforts to secure equal housing

opportunity are needed and may ultimately bear fruit, but

they provide no practical answer for millions of children

who now face the prospect of attending schools segregated b

government action.
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Interdistrict school desegregation remedies are

administratively feasible

One objection that has been raised to efforts to

achieve school desegregation across district boundaries is

that it would pose a difficult series of admInIstrative and

fiscal problems. In Milliken v.-Bradlev, Mr. Justice

Burger, writing for the majority, noted that a consolidation

of districts within the Detroit metropolitan area for

purposes of desegregation "would give rise to an array of

problems in financing and operating this new school system,"

citing such questions as how equality in tax levies would be

assured and whether t e validity of long-term bonds would be

jeopardized.1

In the first place, it should be noted that the

solution most frequently advanced to achieve school

desegregation in metropolitan areas-the establish ent of a

single district incorporating both the central city and its
=

suburbs--is not an uncommon administrative arrangement for

American school systems. In many States, particularly in

the South and west, school districts have long been-_

organized on a county basis and such districts frequently

are urbah counties containing both a central city and its

suburbs. Such districts can be very large in land area or

in stu'dent population. For example, the Clark County system
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of Nevada, which includes the city of Las Vegas, covers

8,000 square miles.2 The school syste s of Miami-Dade County

and Tampa-Hillsborough County in Florida are among the

largest in the country,3 with student enrollments of

241,8094 and 106,2945 respectively.

Secondly, however school districts are currently

organized, the administrative framework for implementing

metropolitan remedies is already available in almost all

States within the existing education bureaucracy. In 48

States, significant responsiblity for educational affairs

has been centralized within the State boards and departments

of education and procedures have been established for the

reorganization of local districts through'consolidation,

annexation or merger 6

Such authority does not exist simply on the statute

books: the consolidation of school districts to accomplish

purposes deemed to be educationally desirable has been a

national movement for several dedades.9 in the 40 years

between 1932 and 1972 more than 86 percent of the country's

school districts have been eliminated through

reorganization.

While consolidation activity has been greatest in the

small districts outside metropolitan areas,9 the number of

districts in metropolitan areas has also declined

5 1
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dramatically,10 Nevertheless, a significant number of very

small districts still remain in metropolitan areas. As

recently as 1971 almost one-third of the districts in

metropolitan areas enrolled fewer than 1200 pupils 'a size

many educators deem to be educationally unsound, and 12

percent have fewer than 300 pupils.11

Annexation, a procedure under which land is attached to

existing school districts is similar to consolidation

except that it does not involve the creation of a new

district. Sometimes the ulosing" district remains in

existence, albeit with reduced territory.- In other cases,

the district is ,completely absorbed by one or more

neighboring districts. Annexation, too, has been a

procedure commonly employed in metropolitan areas,

particularly where by law it is required that school

district boundaries be made coterminous with the boundaries

of muncipalities.

Most important, the fact that consolidation and

annexation are standard procedures means that the

administrative and fiscal issues posed by the majority

opinion in Milliken are not problems of Zirst impression.

In the course of long experience with consolidation and

annexation, the States have developed statutory or common--

law provisions to cope with many of the inevitable
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dislocations.

adjustment of

dures have heen established for the

rats, equitable redistribution of

district debts, transfer of title to school property,

teacher ree..csiewrents, selection of superintendents, and

reconstruclion of school boards.

Indeed, the administrative problems posed by a

metropolitan remedy ha.zie been dealt with in the.context of

school desegregation. Vh2n the Louisville school district,

faced with a finding tt it had engaged in de jmx1

segregation, decided i, accede to a metropolitan remedy, it

simply utilized State tLw and procedures to dissolve itself

and become part of tYA ;Teffexson County System.13 Similarly,

when a three-judge F:rI1 Court decided recently that a

metropolitan school de tic= plan was constitutionally

reguired in Wilmington and OW Castle ,County, Delaware, it

was able to rely on existing provisions of State law to

answer many of the questions posed by the need for

consolidation.

Other techniques that have been suggested.as means for

accomplishing metropolitan school desegregationthe

redrawing of district lines or the assignment of children

across the boundaries of exisUing districts--are also well

recognized in State law.15 The latter device,has'the

advantage of leaving. district-lin undisturbed but the
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disadvantage of having a significant number of parents who

live and pay taxes in one district while their children

attend school in another district, a fact that has-led at

least one Federal court to prefer consolidation as a

desegregation remedy. 16 Notwithstanding this difficulty, the

transfer of students to districts other than those of their

reidence has been used for a variety of purposes.

In Virginia, for example, State policy for a long time

encouraged-the transfer of students across district lines

and even State lines for the purposes of maintaining

segregation.17 In Massachusetts, on the other hand,

transfers across district lines have been authorized as a

means of advancing State policy against racial'imbalance.

Apart from the use of transfers in a racial context,

some &tates have provisions encouraging the use of

facilities in neighboring districts for special educa n19

or vocational educationzo or, ore generally, to cope with

inadequate facilities in the sending district.21 In all of

-these situations, statutes commonly provide for formal

procedures, establish tuition levels or ceilings, and

specify the means for payment of tuition 22

In short State laws provide a variety of instruments

for restructuring school districts to meet perceived

ed6cational needs. While some of these devices may be
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preferable to others, if school desegregation on a

metropolitan basis is constitutionally required or deemed

educationally advantageous, the means are at hand to

accomplish it.

Interdistrict desegregation remedies need not impair local

control over education

A further concern about desegregation remedies that

would require the reorganization of school districts in

metropolitan areas is that such action would interfere with

the exercise of "local control" over-the educational

process. The Supreme Court in the Milliken case took note

f this concern, statingthat "(njo single tradition in

public education is more deeply rooted than local control

over the operation of schools, local autonomy has long been

thought essential both to the maintenance of community

concern and support for public schools and to quality of the

educational process."23

At the core of the effort to preserve local control is

a concern about the ability of citizens to participate in

decisions affecting the education of their children. To the

extent that the desegregation remedy entails the absorption

of local districts in a larger metropolitan unit, it may be

thought to impair the ability of parents to participate by -

making the locus of decisionmaking more remote from them.
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BUt an examination of what is actually involved demonstra es

clearly that there is no necessary conflict between the

metropolitan school desegregation remedy and the legitimate

objectives of local control.

It should be recognized that the quest for a

metropolitan remedy for school segregation has been pursued

in a wide variety of situations, including both smaller and

larger urban areas. In Delaware a consolidation recently

ordered by a Federal court to desegregate schools in

Wilmington (which is 85 percent black in student enrollment)

and northern New Castle County (which is more than 90

percent white) 24 will create a school system covering 251

square miles25 and enrolling about 80,000 students.26 The

new district will still be quite small compared to many

other school systems in the Nation.

In larger urban areas, of course, a consolidation of

dist icts would result in very sizeable school systems. But

even in these areas, a metropolitan plan for purposes of

school desegregation need not threaten local decisonmaking

powers. The prime responsibility of a metropolitan

authority so established would be to assign students to

schools in a nondiscriminatory manner; there would be no

necessity to centralize authority over other aspects of the

educational process.27
5 6
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Indeed, quite independent of the issue of segregation,

very large school districts in the Nation have recognized a

need for decentralized administration. In the New York City

system, for example, community subdistricts have been

established with locally elected boards which have broad

authority to hire faculty and administrative personnel, to

make decisions about curriculum and the allocation of

budget.29

In Richmond, Virginia, a plan for metropolitan

deseg egation prepared by the city school board and accepted

by the district judge followed this model of decentralized

administration.29 The plan'would have divided the newly

consolidated district into six subdivisions consisting of

9,000 to 20,000 students each.

In short, if States and localities wish, there is

nothing inherent in the concept of metropolitan school

desegregation to prevent them from devising administrative

structures which will maximize parental participation in

school affairs.30 Nor does a metropolitan remedy jeopardize

the prerogatives of States or local governments to

experiment at the local level or to tailor educational

programs to local needs.31

In fact, a metropolitan remedy can actually enhance the

opportunities for locally initiated innovation.92 The only
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constraint on such efforts would be that they not undermine

desegregation.

Interdistrict desegregation remedies would not require

excessive busing

The most vocal objections to school desegregation

plans, whether of the intra- or interdistrict variety,

usually concern busing. It is frequently assumed that if

desegregation were to be undertaken on a metropolitan basis,

it would entail buing requirements that would be far more

burdensome than those that exist within a district (whether

for desegregation or other purposes ). This assumption is

incorrect.

This commission has sought in other reports to deal

with the mythology that surrounds busing. It has been

documented that a very large proportion of public school

children in the country use buses to get to schoo133 and

only a small percentage of the busing is for purposes of

desegregation,34 that busing is the safest means for getting

children to schoo1,35 and that the costs of transportation,

whether for school desegregation or for other purposes

constitute a very small portion of the budgets of almost all

school districts.

Further, It has been noted that when busing is

undertaken for purposes of desegregation, the added travel
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e for students is usually very small. In a 1972 survey

of 11 cities which desegregated their schools with the aid

of busing, the average trip increased by more than 15

minutes in only two; in six, the average travel time

remained the same.37 In many communities which prior to a

court order had used busing to maintain segregated schools,

desegregation actually decreased travel time.36

It has been Clear from the moment the Supreme Court

validated busing as an instrument f r desegregation that the

Court will place prudent limitations on the use of busing in

order to protect the interests of school children. Thus, in

swann v. School Board of Charlotte-Mecklenburg, the Court

said that student transportation cannot be uso great as to

risk either the health of the children or to infringe

significantly on the educational process.o39

Most imPortant in the context of this discussion, all

of the evidence available suggests that the busing required

to desegregate on a metropolitan basis would not be

excessive. An idea .
of what'transportation needs are

involved in metropolitan desegregation can be gleaned from

plans already in operation in places that are metropolitan

An character but where no district lines separates city from

suburbs.
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In Charlotte-Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, a

school district of 550 square miles enrolling 84,000

students, the desegregation plan approved by the Supreme

Court involved a maximum travel time of 35 minutes. This

was an improvement over the situation that prevailed prior

to the desegregation plan, under which children were

transported an average of 15 miles one way for an average

trip of more_than 1 hour.40

Clark County, Nevada, which includes the city of Las

Vegas, is one of the larger school districts in the, Nation;

its land area of 8,000 square miles makes it as large as

Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Delaware combined. When the,

district desegregated pursuant to court order in 1972 busing

was required for some 6-000 additional children in a school

population of 75,000. 'Yet the average trmvel time wa6 only

30 minutes for a ride that averaged 11 miles.

Similarly, metropolitan desegregation plans that were

prepared for Richmond, Virginia, and Detroit, Michigan (but

which did not go into effect because appellate oourts ruled

there was no legal basis for requirir,g a metropolitan plan)

indicated that busing requirements would not be excessive',

even in more populous districts. 1: Richmond the

consolidated metropolitan district would have enrolled

104,000 children, 78,000 of whom were already being bused in
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the three separate systems that made up the metropolitan

area. Desegregation under the plan prepared by school

authorities, would have required the transportation of only

8,000 to 10,000 more children. The maximum busing time,

affecting only a small number of children, was to be 45

minutes to 1 hour, which conformed with State standards. In

fact, in some of the more rural or isolated parts of the

metropolitan area, students had been travelling more than an

hour to get to school. 2

Perhaps the greatest logistical challenge was faced in

Detroit, the fifth largest school system in the Nation in

student enrollment. Yet the plan proposed to desegregate a

significant portion of the Detroit metropolitan area would

have imposed a ceiling on bus trips of 40 minutes, With many

of the rides as short as 15 to 20 minutes.43 These travel

times may be compared with those of suburban and rural

Michigan districts where one-way trips of one hour are

routine, one and one-half hour rides are "too common," and a

few districts have trips in excess even of one and one-half

hours.44

The reason why metropolitan school desegregation plans

-- appear to entail relatively modest busing requirements is

\

that city-suburb boundary lines frequently separate schools

that are drastically different,in racial character but that
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are geographically close together. In Richmond, for

example, most central city schools located close to the

district line were predominantly black in enrollment, while

most suburban schools near the district line were virtually

all white. If assignment of children across district lines

had been mandated, desegregation would not have posed major,

logistical problems. Indeed, in some cases, the need for

busing to accomplish interdistrict desegregation may be far

less than what would be required to desegregate within the

district.

In Hart ord, Connecticut, all schools with minority

enrollments of 90 to 100 percent are located in the northern

end of the city where no predominantly white schools are

situated. The pairing of these schools with nearby white

schools in adjacent suburban communities would be

logistically simpler than busing students across Hartford's

large commercial and industrial center to other city

schools.4$ Additionally, since suburban jurisdictions tend

to bus more than cities they maintain an inventory of buses

that can make interdistrict plans more economical-46

Accordingly, in some circumstances interdistrict

desegregation plans may actually involve less travel time

and distance and fewer transportation costs than

intradistrict plane. 6 2
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Interdlstrict plans offer the prospect of stable integration

In recent months, scholars have debated, often with

some heat, the question of whether the desegregation of

schools in large cities with substantial minority

populations tends to be self-defeating. Some have suggested

that school desegregation in such circumstances stimulates

the fears of white parents and accelerates the ongoing

movement of whites from cities to suburbs.47 Others have

pointed out that fiwhite flightfl to the suburbs does not

differ markedly in urban areas that have undergone school

desegregation and those that have not.4e

No one, however, appears to dispute the view that,

given a continuation of current migration trends in many

metropolitan areas, central city schools will become

increasingly black and Hispanic in their enrollment, whether

or not they are required to be desegregated. Yet, unless
a

metropolitan remedies are available, many courts will have

no choice but to require desegregation of central city

schools, even though they recognize that the intracity

remedy is not likely to remain stable. This is so because

in an increasing number of large cities, it has been

demonstrated that public schools have been segregated as a

result of deliberate policies of local officials.49
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In contrast, where schoOl desegregation remedieS have
2

been implemented on a metropolitan basis they have proved to

be quite stable. Charlotte-Mecklenburg North Carolina,

Tampa-Hillsborough and other Florida counties, and

Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee, are all cases where

courts have ordered school desegregation to be carried out

on a metropolitan 14Sis. All of these districts experienced

some loss of white children to private schools during the

initial years of desegregation. Yet, in each situation, the

trend toward withdrawal abated, white children began to

return to the public schools, and after several years

desegregation was largely accepted.50 EVen those who have

been critical of school desegregation as leading to white

flight have conceded that their data show that metropolitan

plans such as Tampa-Hillsborough have proved stable.51

Metropolitan desegregation remedies maximize prospects for

education gains

The apparent stability of metropolitan remedies in part

is attributable to the fact that such remedies take place on

terms th t most parents perceive as not educationally

disadvantageous.

Increasingly, the boundaries that exist between cities

and suburbs divide people not only by race but by economic

status. Census data compiled in 1970 shoW that in
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metropolitan areas the proportion of households with annual

incomes of $3,000 or less is 40 percent greater for central

cities than for suburbs. In contrast, the proportions of

households earning more than $10 000 per year is 20 percent

greater in the suburbs than in the central city.52

Accordingly, central city public schools often enroll very

large percentages of children from low-income households.53

When desegregation takes place within the central city

alone, it frequently means bringing together in the same

schools the children of low-income white families and low-

income minority families.

In contrast metropolitan desegregation plans tend to

result in schools that are integrated as to income and

economic status as well as race. In Charlotte-Mecklenburg,

the plan approved contemplated that each school within the

metropolitan district would roughly reflect the racial make-

up of the district as a whole, which was 71 percent white

and 29 percent black. The racial composition of the schools

ranged from 9 percent black to 38 perdent.54 While

socioeconomic desegregation was not an explicit aim of the

plan, remedies such as that adopted in Charlotte-Mecklenburg

inevitably mean that the great majority of schools_have

enrollments consisting predominantly of advantaged children.

Such schools are viewed by parents in far more positive
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terms than those whose enrol ments are dominated by lower-

incom, _zudents.55

The view of parents that schools consisting largely of

advantaged students provide the most desirable learning

environment is strongly supported by social science

evidence. The most comprehensive study of the subject ever

done, the' 1966 HEW project conducted by Dr. James Coleman

and his associates, concluded that the socioeconomic

character of the student Pody is the most important school

factor influencing educational Outcomes, that children,from

disadvantaged backgrounds tend to do best in schools

consisting of a majority of advantaged'students, and that

advantaged students do not suffer from the presence of

lower-income children in the classroom.55 These findings

have been confirmed by numerous studies and reanalyses of

the data conducted over the past decade.57

Further reinforcement for the view that desegregation

on a metropolitan scale can be educationally advantageous

comes from the results of several voluntary programs for

enrolling inner city children in suburban schools. Such

programs have been conducted in Boston; several cities in

Connecticut; Rochester, New York; and Washington, D.C.

While the numbers of children involved have been relatively

small ( anging from 61658 children enrolled in the Rochester
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program to 2,9645g in Boston's METCO project) and busing

usually only one-way, the results have been uniformly

r

positive. The programs have achieved a high degree of

acceptance, and over the course of time- achievement gains

for minority children have been noted in several places.60

Less measurable- but perhaps more important, gains have been

reported that are attributable to "noncognitive" factors,

e.g., stronger incentives for minority children ta continue

their education when they are enrolled in schools in which

high educational achievement is the norm. Thus, even a

strong critic of desegregation efforts has conceded that

studea s who were bused in Boston's METCO project tended to

enroll in higher quality colleges and universities, noting

that there was strong evidence that suburban schools

exercise a "channeling" effect because they afford black

children special contacts that are not available in central

city schools.61

Metropolitan desegregation plans offer educational

advantages beyond those of desegregation

In addition to the fact that interdistrict plans are

likely to be more stable and educationally advantageous to

all children than those limited to central cities, there are

other educational gains that may be realized by reorganizing

education in metropolitan areas.
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The drive tor consolidation of school districts over

the past 40 years has been actuated by a belief that

reorganization of school di- tricts into larger units can

provide more efficient and economical education, and

authorities believe that continued efforts to this direction

are needed.

In the view of some authorities, such efforts are

specifically needed in metropolitan areas, where school

districts often are extremely unequal in size and overlap

the lines of political jurisdictions.63 One effect of

consolidation for purposes of desegregation would be to

eliminate a number of fiscal inequities that exist among

districts within a given metropolitan area. As educators

have recognized a need for more individualized treatment of

children, they have sought to establish special education

-programs to meet the needs of the gifted and handicapped, to

provide a broader range of counseling services, and to

respond to demands for increasingly sophisticated training

for careers and vocations. Individual school districts,

tinless they are extreMely large, lack the resources to meet

many of these.needs; efficiency, economies of scale and the

scarcity of specially trained personnel require that the

services' be centralized and draw students from a number of

districts. Similarly, efficiency in training teachers
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improving adaLnistrative services, and in using computers

and other expensive equipment as instructional tools also

points toward centralized or cooperative efforts,

.It is possible, of course, for suburbsto meet -o e of

these needs through cooperative arrangements among

themselves without ,J1volving central cities, and- New York

State has established a system of special instructional

services -called Boards of Cooperative Educational Services

(BOCES)64--that does just that. The New York law provides

financial incentives to suburbs to participate in BOCES but

excludes the five largest cities in the State -New York

City, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, and Yonkers. Tn the

judgment of the Fleischmann Commission, the program has

proved-a success but might provide even greater economies of-

scale if central cities were allowed to partici- te.65

Whether or not such programs can work well for suburban

students without the involvement of central cities,

certainly metropolitan desegregation is consistent with the

efforts to meet other educational needs on a metropolitan

basis. And, as the Fleishmann Commission noted, 'Ione of the

greatest benefits of adding the large cities to the BOCES

system would be the-mttigation of social class and racial

separation that has arisen through the development of

suburbs and inner city housing patterns'. 1166
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Equal housing opportunity is not an immediate feasible

alternative to metropolitan school remedies

Even if interdistrict school desegregation remedies are

logistically and administratively feasible, do not interfere

with legitimate goals or local control and parental

participation, promise effective desegregation, and offer

other educational advantages, some woad urge that they not

be undertaken if other feasible alternatives are available

to deal with racial separation. The principal alternative

that has been offered is the desegregation of housing.

After all, it has been asked, if government participation in

discriminatory housing policies has been the major cause of

continued racial containment should not the remedy lie in

corre6tive housing measures? Such measures, it may be

supposed, would bring about integrated public schools

without the need for extensive busing.

The difficulty with any suggestion that sole reliance

be placed on fair housing policies as a cure for school

segregation is that at best the remedy would come far too

late to benefit-Children who will be attending school during

the 20th century.

Eight years of experience ;Iith Title VIII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1968 and other fair housing, measures has

demonstrated the persistence of discriminatory practices in
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the housing industry arta how slow progress has been in

eliminating them. Indeed, in metropolitan areas where white

migration from central cities to suburbs has continued to be

at a high level, housing segregation in metropolitan areas

has actually grown worse in recent years.

Even if government efforts at fair housing enforcement

were stepped up, most experts believe that it would be

several generations before racially desegregated residental

patterns could become the rule rather than the exception."

Unlike public schools which are wholly governmental

institutions, in housing government shares decisionmaking

with a highly fragmented housing industry, including lending

institutions, real estate brokers, and many thousands of

small developers. Even during the period from 1968 to 1972

when government took a stronger hand by providing

significant incentives to the construction of housing for

low- and moderate-income families the gains in eradicating

racial segregation were small. Should such a program be

reinstituted, new barriers would be faced, including the

skyrocketing costs which raised the median price of new

-housing to $41,000 in 1974 and placed such homes beyond the

reach of two of every three AmeriCan famili

Efforts to break up the patterns of residential

containment that have confined minorities to central city
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ghettos may well be an important adjunct to more d rect

methods for dealing with racial segregation in the public

schools of metropolitan areas. But standing alone, housing

-
measures cannot provide a remedy for the rights of children

to be free from governmentally imposed discrimination in

their public education, rights which the courts have held to

be "personal and present."6"
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IV. LEGAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING 1NTERDISTRICT REMEDY

The issues surrounding the racial segregation of pub ic

chools in metropolitan areas may be viewed as the last

major legal frontier to be crossed in.the long judicial

effort to make equal educational opportunity under the
AP

amehdment a living reality.

Many of. the legal principles established in Brown V.

Board of Education and its progeny--that it is the

responsibility of the State to provide equal educational

opportunity to all its citizens, that the Constitution

prohibits not merely segregation laws in the South, but

segregative policies wherever they occur, that the test of a

desegregat on remedy is whether it is effective--point

toward the recognition of metropolitan-desegregation as a

legally mandated remedy to cure State-imposed segregation in

cities and suburbs. Yet in Milliken v. Bradley, its first

opinion on the issue, a closely divided Supreme Court

rejected a metropolitan remedy for segregation in the city

of Detroit holding that the existence of a violation of the

Constitution was an insufficient basis for metropolitan

redress unless it could be established that the violation

haea-'significant kg,o_. ct beyond the district in which it

took place.
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cases decided since Milliken have been uniformly

favorable to metropolitan school desegregation remedies,

indicating that the stringent test for such a remedy impo ed

in Milliken can be met. BUt most of these decisions rest on

factual situations specific to the conmunities in which the

cases were brought and the decisions, even if sustained by

the Supreme Court, would not lead immdiately to widespread

desegregation. Indeed, the most serious barrier to a

solution to school segregation in metropolitan areas may be

the ',perceived public mood, which one Supreme Court Justice

believed was the stumbling block in Milliken.

These kinds of barriers prevented school desegregation

in the rural South from becomin_ a reality until Congress

and the executive branch gave support to the Federal courts.

similarly, school desegregation ii metropolitan areas may

depend as much on the initiatives of congress, the

President, and State educational and political authori ies

upon the Federal courts.

8 3
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Legal Background

Abandoning the "separate but equal"1 doctrine as it had

been applied to pubnc schools, the Supreme Court in Brown

V. Board of Education2 ruled that State and local laws

compelling or authorizing black students to be educated

separately from white students were unconstitu ional. The

Court found that such laws caused a denial of the "equal

protection of the law demanded by the 14th amendment.

Until the recent-decisions in Keyes v. School District No.

1,3 Milliken v. Bradley, and Pasadena v. Spangler5 all

Supreme Court decisions after Brown had involved schools

once segregated by explicit State laws. In those earlier

Southern cases, the major concern of the Court was the

formidable task of compelling school officials to dismantle-

their "dual, segregated--school systems. The critical

legal issue was what actions by school author ties amounted

-to compliance with BroWs decree outlawing de lure school

segregation.

, with time, the constitutional obligations of school

officials to eliminate school segregation- have become clear:
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School boards...opera.ing State-compelled dual

systems [are] charged with the affirmative duty to

take whatever steps might be necessary to convert

to a umitary system in which racial discrimination

[is) eliminated root and branch..

.The burden on-a school:board today is to come

forward with a [desegrega ion] plan that prdmises

realistically to work and promises realistically

to work now.6

School districts, therefore, must do more than

discontinue using discriminatory student and faculty

assignment practices. They must act affirmatvely to

eliminate the present effects of past discriminatory

actions--to end what the Court has termed the "vestiges" of

dual school systems--and seek to establish a "unitary"

school system in which there are not white schools or black

schools, "but just schools."7 A desegregation plan passes

constitutional muster only if it is "effective" and makes

uevery effort to achieve the greatest possible degree of

actual desegregation, taking into account the practicalities

of the situation." Such plans must "work" not only to

eradicate separate schools but to guard against

resegregation.9
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Because these principles were developed in cases where

State law had explicity requi ed a segregated school syste

the constitutional violation--the operation of dual school

system mandated by State law--was always a given element.

The issue before the Court in these cases was not whether

the Constitution had been violated, but what the

responsibilities of the offending school aithoritieswere

remedy the violation.

Outside this classic southern context of segregation

explicitly imposed by law, constitutional obligations were

not as clearly defined. Although some Northern and Western

States had once had statutes or constitutional provisions

requiring school segregation (the Brown dec sion it elf

concerned Kansas' segregated school r---stem), they had long

ago removed suCh laws from their books; their schools,

however, frequently were just as segregated as Southern

saools. Not until its 1973 decision in Reyes v. School

District No. 1,10 did the Court focus on this major issue

nonstatutory State involvement in the creation or

maintenance of school segregation.

In Keyes the Court ruled that Denver school officials

violated the 14th amendment when they deliberately

segregated students by race and national origin, even though

no statute required segregated schools. The court declared
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that when such "intentional segregation" occurs in a

"meaningful" or "substantial" part of any school district,

school authorities have the burden of proving that any other

disparities in racial composition in schools in the district

are not similarly the result of intentional administrative

acts and that the district as a whole is not a de lure

segregated system.12 The Court thereby ended efforts to

label as de facto school segregation all segregation not

explicitly required by State law.

,The "differentiating factor" between de _jute and de

facto school segregation, the Court stressed, is "purpose or

intent to segregate."13 Lower courts working with this

distinction do not define intent in the narrow sense in

which the term is used'in criminal law, but rather seek to

ascertain intent by gauging the results of School officials

actions. School authorities, through,their pervasive and

'continuing responsibilities in such areas as student and

faculty assignment and the construction, location, and size

.
of school buildings, make innumerable decisions which can

foster Jr retard segregation.14 Rather than engaging in a

search for the motives of these officials, the courts

examine the impact of their decisions on the racial

composition of an individual school's student body, faculty,

and staff. The Standard which has evolved is that when a
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pattern of school segregation exists tiool officials1

actions and inactions which have the reasonably foreseeable

effect of maintaining or increasing school segregation, and

which actually do cause such s gregation, create an

inference of an intent to-segregate. This inference of de

lure segregation may be rebutted only by a convincing

showing that legitimate policy reasons comgelled the

challenged decisions.15

In recent decisions involving employment and housing,

the Supreme court has stressed that proof of racial purpose

rather than effect is required to establish a claim of

denial of equal protection of the laws under the 14th

amendment. In Washington V. Davist6 the court rejected the

claim that a qualification test in employment violated the

14th amendment because of its disproportionate effect on

minorities. In Villaqg. of Arlin.ton Heights v. Metropolitan

Housin Development Corporation 7 the Cour,t also rejected

the claim that local zoning laws that excluded low-income

hou ing violated the 14th amendment.

In a recent school decision, Austin Inde endent school

District v. United States,le the Supreme Court reversed and

remanded for further consideration, in light of Washington

Davis, a decision that apparently was predicated on a

finding of segregative effect rather than purpose. Even
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more recently, on January 25, 1977, the Supreme Court

remanded another school desegregation case (this one

requiring a metropolitan remedy in the city of

Indianapolis19) to the court of appeals for reconsideration

in light of Washington v. Davis and Village of Arlington

V. metropolitan g2maina Development corporation.

while these decisions have stirred concern it seems clear

that they do not make any basic change in the law of school

desegregation. Both Washington and Arlington Heights

explicitly approved the constitutional standard enumerated

in the Keyes case.

Judicial authority to order desegregation only comes

into existence when school officials have violated the

Constitution by operating or failing to dismantle

deliberately segregated school systems. state Snd local

officials are free to decide for educational reasons to

remedy segregation that is de facto or fortuitous--for

example, by prescribing for certain schools a ratio of

minority to white student reflecting the racial composition

in a particular area.zo The Supreme Court has held, however,

that the Federal courts lack authority to order such efforts

as "racial balance" unless there is a showing that

segregated facilities were brought about by the

discriminatory actions of State offic4a1Q.21
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If school officials are found to have segregated their

school system intentionally and they fail to discharge their

affirmative obligations to disestablish such segregation, a

Federal district court may issue orders accomplishing what

school authorities have not--actual desegregation. When

school authorities do not propose or implement plans

=effectively eliminating school desegregation, the courts

acquire aUthor ty to i-pose th remedies which in their--
judgment promise to provide the most effective relief.22 The

Supreme Court has approved a wide variety of desegregation

techniques, and, while disavow_ng racial balance as a g J., .

has accepted the use of.mathematical ratios of blacks to

whites in a school system as a flstarting pointu for shaping

fddicial desegregation orders which will correct past

constitutional violations -Among the methods endorsed by

the Court for chieving desegregation are the rest-: cturing

of attendance zones, the restructuring of grades through

",pairing" or uclusteringu of schools, and the transportation

of students. 24

The Court has not set out rigid guidelines which

district courts must follow whe.1 fashioning appropriate

desegregation remedies; it has required only that judicial

remedial decrees must be ureasonable feasible and

workable."25 The courts, consequ!ntly, possess bro d ana

8,3
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flexible powers to do what is necessary i-c bring school

districts into compliance with the Constitution.

The remedy...may he administratively awkward,

inconvenient and even bizarre in some situations

and moy impose burdens on some; but all awkward-

ness and inconvenience cannot be avoided in the

interim period when remedial adjustments are being

made to elimin te the dual school system."

In sum, the case law prior to Milliken v. Bradley made clear

that the courts would not let anything but the most critical

State and personal interests--such as the health and safety

of students--stand in.the way of the constitutional require-

ment:of eliminating deliberate school segregation and its

vestiges.

Milliken v. Bradley

By the time Milliken came before the Supreme COurt in

1974, the obligations of school authorities (alld in the

event of their default, the courts) to take affirmative

actions to eliminate all vestiges of state-compelled school

segregation had been made clear. Equally aPparent to the

members of the Supreme Court in-Milliken v. Bradley was that

State-and local officials had-operated Detroit's schools in

violation of the Constitution.27 The issue-before the Court

was how the principles developed in the Court's long line of
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cases dealing with school desegregation remedies would be

applied in the context of deliberate school segregation

within a predominantly black central city surrounded by a

ring of white surburban school districts.29

Detroit's schools over the years had become

increasingly black while its surburban schools remained

overwhelmingly white.- By 1973 etroit school population

as almost 70 percent black and only 30 percent white. .The

racial composition of the metropolitan student population

was more than reversed--81 percent white and _ percent

black.29 in such a factual setting, the lower courts

concluded that desegregation efforts limited to Detroit

could not desegregate many of Detroit's schools. Numerous

schools w uld remain nearly all black. Furthermore, in the

context of a predominantly white metropolitan area, even

with intradistrict deseg ation, the 70 percent black

Detroit school system would remain as a whole racially

identifiable. Because Supreme Court cases had mandated the

disestablishment of the racial identity of all formerly

segregated sciool systems, it appeared to the lower courts

that a Detroit-only desegregation plan would fail to meet

Supreme cburt deSegregation standards.'7 Concluding that a

single district plan would not meet the constitutional

requirement of ob aining uthe greatest possibledegr_
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actual desegregation,fl the lower courts agreed that a

metropolitan remedy was needed.

With evidence that a Detroit-only desegregation plan

would not ',work,' and that an interdistrict remedy would, the

issue was whether Federal courts had the remedial power to

order the iuplementation of a desegregation plan involving

the suburban school districts. The. ,
legal argument for that

proposition was neither novel nor complex.

Part of the basis for the findings of constitutional

violations in Detroit was that Michigan officials, not just

Detroit school authorities, had by their actions and
,

inactions contributed to the,segregation of public schools

in Detroit.30 In the opiniOn-of the lower courts it

followed that the state of Michigan had responsibility for

remedying its violations. The Supreme Court on several

occasions and in various contexts had ruled that the

cOnstitutional command of equal protection cannot be avoided

by the manner in which a State chooses to divide its

governmental responsibilities.31 Although the-extent to

which States have delegated their responsibility to local

school districts varies widely from State to State ,(and

Michigan had retained Control over most of itc educational_

matters),32 the Constitution burdens_the State, not

localities, with ultimate responsibility for securing equal

9 3
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prot -ction of the laws. 33 As the Court had said in Brown,

once the State has undertaken the Obligation to provide

public education, it must be.available to all on equal

terms.34

From this point of view, school districts are simply

"instrumentalities of the State"35 created for

administrative -cc,venience. They cannot, while district

boundaries established by the State are not to be treated

cavalierly, take precedence over constitutional rights.

Consequently, the lower courts ruled that the State of
--
Michigan could not set up its school districts as barriers

to remedies essential to vindicate 14th amendment rights.

Inasmuch as the state possessed full power to consolidate

school districts or to effect measures crossing school

district lines, both the district court and the court of

appeals in Milliken ruled that they retained authority to

order, the State, which was at least in part the cause of the

de jiAre segregation in Detroit to implement interdistrict

measures desegregating Detroit's schools.

A majority of the Sup e Court disagreed with this

approach. In an opinion written by Chief Justice Burger,

the Court held that, on the basis of the evidence before it,

because the constitutional violations were apparently

confined to the Detroit school district, there was no basis
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for remedial action crossing the Detroit school distric-Is

boundary lines. The governing principle in the view of the

majority_was that othe scope of the remedy is determined by

the nature and'the extent of the violation."" In Justice

Burger's words, because the:

[dlisparate treatme t of white and Negro students

occurred within the Detroit school system, and not

elsewhere...the 11-emedy must be lim ted to that

system.37

The majority's views of the legal limitations on courts

in exercising remedial authority were reinforced by its

concerns about-pOrrey problems that would arise if a

metropolitan remedy were ordered. Such a remedy would

conflict with the "deeply rooted" tradition of local control

and would raise a host of Useal and operational problems."

Having established a new and more rigorous definition

of the type of violation that was needed to provide a basis

for interdistr et rerief, the majority could finesse the

question of whether the r medial standards of

"effectiveness" and "practicality" required a metropolitan

rewedy and instead treat the lower court decisions as a

misbegotten attempt to achieve a "racial balance."39

Further, the majority indicated that discrimination,

.praciTcd by State officials would not automatically be
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deemed to be an "interdistrict violation" unlesstie State

action had an impact on more than One district. Thus, the

State law that had precipitated the Milliken suit, a law

rescinding Detroit's voluntary desegregation plan040 was

discoUnted in that the recision may have caused segregation

in Detroit but not between Detroit and its surrounding

suburbs 41

Pursuing the question of causation further, the

majority also made it clear that, if an interdistric

violation were to give rise to metropolitan relief, it would

have to meet a test of significance. The court acknowledged

the existence of a. blatant example of discriminatory action

with interdistrict effects--the busing of black children

from a black enclave in a suburb which had no high school

past a nearly white high school in Detroit to a

predominantly black high school in-Detroit. But this

situation was treated by the majority as an "isolated-

instance affecting two of the (many] school districts" in

the metropolitan area which did not meet the test of

"significant segregative" effect

Further, the majority clearly indicated that the

assumptions about the effects of segregative action that it

had said it would make in a case involving a single school
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district would not be made where the issue was metropolitan

remedy-43 In Keyes, the Court had observed that:

[clommon sense dictates the conclusion that

racially inspired school board actions have an

impact beyond the particular schools that are the

subjects of those actions.

In such circumstances9 it became the burden of the

school board to demonstrate that its segregative acts did

not have a wide impact. "Common senset may also dictate

that deliberate acts of segregation by Detroit school

authorities have an impact beyond its borders. However, the

majority simply asserted without explanation that in the

context of Detroit this was a very different matter."

The majority opinion evoked vigorous dissents by

Justices Douglas, White, and Marshall.45 The dissenters

believed the principle that remedy must be consonant with

the scope of the violation was being misapplied. By

emphasizing the importance of local control over the

operations of schools, the mAjority, argued the dissenters,

allowed the State to insulate itself from the responsibility

for undoing the violation which the major ty acknowledges

the State had at least in part caused:

9 7
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here is no acceptable reason for permitting

the party responsible for the constitutional

violation [the State] to contain the remedial

powers of the Federal court within administrative

boundaries over which the transgressor has plenary

control.46

With respect to the feasibility of metropolitan school

desegregation, Justice Marshall strongly disagreed with the

majority s speculation that a Detroit metropolitan school

desegregation plan would cause numerous practical problems.

He observed that Michigan possessed the power and legal

mechanisms necessary to consolidate school districts and

that there were "long established Michigan procedures" for

interdistrict cooperation.47 Addressing the "basic emotional

and legal" issue of student transportation,48 Justice

Marshall found that busing in a Detroit metropolitan plan

would be °fully consistent" with Supreme Court guidelines

and would cost considerably less than a single district plan

due to the use of suburban school district buses already on

hand. Justice White noted that, whatever problems a

metropolitan plan would cause, the majority must have

thought them surmountable "for the Court itself concedes

that had there been sufficient evidence of an interdistrict

9 8
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violation, the district court could have fashioned" an

interdistrict remedy.so

Despite the largely negative tone of the majority

opinion, the prevailing Justices did not close the door on

efforts to achieve metropolitan school desegregation. In

Mr. 'Justice Burger-6s opinion and LI a somewhat more

expansive separate concurring opini n uritten by Justice

Stewart, they went to some lengths to suggest that

metropolitan relief might be justified if an appropr

record were presented. The Justices appeared to agree that

f the constitutional violation was based on the action of a

single entity, the act must be a purposeful act of

discrimination that is shown to have had a significant

impact on the racial composition of public schools of the

districts sought to be included in the metropolitan decree.

In the view of the majority, an interdistrict remedy may be

justified if:

"[ ]here has been a constitutional violation

within one district that produces a significant

segregative effect in an ther district";51 or

"district lines have been deliberately drawn

on the basis of race":52 or State officials

contributed to the separation of the races by

drawing or redrawing school district lines":53 or
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State officials /triad contributed t- the

separation of the races...by purposeful racially

discriminatory use of state housing or zoning

laws.

In short, under the _illiken decision, for relief to be

metropolitan in scope, a showing is required that the

violation.that gave rise to the law=uit has infected in a

significant _ay all of the school districts sought to be

included in the metropolitan decree.

Metropolitan School Desegregation After Milliken

While the practical meaning of the exceptions outlined

in Milliken as providing a basis for metropolitan relief

remains open to speculation, almost all of the judicial

developments since Milliken have been favorable to those

seeking such a remedy. In three important cases, lower

Federal courts have determined that there were interdistrict

violations that would justify. a metropolitan remedy. Each

of these cases, however, appears to rest on factual

circumstances somewhat special to the districts involved.

Accordingly, final decisions requiring metropolitan school

plans in these cases will not necessarily mean that such

relief will be broadly available in other cases.

In Evans Euchananss a three-judge Federal court

considered a c aim for metropolitan school desegregation
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involving Wilmington, Delaware, and surrounding suburbs in

New Castle County. Dela are had mandated segregation in

public schools by law until 1954 and there-was evidence that

the vestiges of this dual system had never been elmlnated

in Wilmington. The focus of the case, however, was on a

1968 Delaware law authorizing the State board of education

to accomplish a general reorganization of school district-

but explicitly preventing -Wilmington from being included in

any reorganization. Noting that the Wilmington district was

more than 80 percent black in pupil enrollment and contained

more than. 40 percent of the black- children in the State, the

court found that Delaware had not justified the differential

treatment of Wilmington. While the court did not hold that

the statute was racially motivated, it did rule that a law

which in effect-treats racial proble-- differently from

other related governmental interests constitutes a suspect

racial classification which cannot stand absent strong

-justification.56 AccordinglY, the court concluded that the

Delaware statute was an "interdistrict violation" in that it

was a type of boundary manipulation. that "played a

significant part in maintaining the racial identifiability

of Wilmington and the suburban New Castle County school

district
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appeal, the Supreme Court a ed (without an

opinion) the decision that there was an interdistrict

violation, with Justices Rehnquist, Burger, and Powell

dissenting.50 The case then was returned to the three-judge

court which, after several months of consideration, ordered

that desegregation be accomplished through consolidation of

several districts in the metropolitan area--a decision which

also is being appealed."

In somewhat similar circumstances, a Federal court of

appeals decided that an Indiana State law, in maintaining

existing school boundaries in the Indianapolis metropolitan

area while establishing a form of metropolitan governance to

carry out most other functions, amounts to an interdistrict

violation60 Initially, a Federal district court had found

extensive acts of deliberate segregation by Indianapolis

school authorities and raised the issue of whether

tropolitan relief would be appropriate.61 After the

Milliken decision it was determined that such 'a remedy could

not be applied to the whole metropolitan area, but might be

appr6priate for the portion 'within the boundaries of Uni-

Gov, the metropolitan governance arrangement. The district

court found that the elimination of school districts from

the Uni-Gov system had a racially segregative impact becau e

95 percent of the black citizens of Marion County lived in
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Indianapolis and approved a plan calling for the transfer of

several thousand Indianapolis students to suburban schools.

This decision was sustained by the cuurt of appeals as

consistent with Milliken and the Wilmington case. The

Supreme Court, however, has recently vacated the court of

appeal's decision and sent it back for reconsideration in

light of the decisions in Washington v. Davis and Arlington

Heights. The remand apparently means that an interdistrict

plan may be sustained only if the lower courts find an

element of racial purpose in the decision to retain present

school boundaries when Indianapolis went to a form of

metropolitan government.

In a third case, Newburg Area Council V. Board of

Education of Jefferson County62 another Federal court of

appeals had approved A-metropolitan desegregation plan for

Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky, prior to the

Milliken decision. The Supreme Court sent the case back for

reconsideration in the light of Milliken. But the court of

appeals reaffirmed its decision on several groutds, most

relating to the impact that segregative acts by school

officials in both Louisville and Jefferson County had on- the

composition of schools outside the district.63 After this

decision, the Louisville School Board, knowing that it was

faced with a school desegregation order in any event,
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decided to dissolve itself and merge with Jefferson County,

a prerogative it had under State law. The Supreme Court

refused to review the desegregation order and a M opolitan

plan went into effect i- September 1975.64

Further confirmation-that Milliken establishes a

limited principle that does not pose an insuperable barrier

to metropolitan relief came in Hills v. Gautreaux.65 I- that

case a unanimous Supreme Court sustained a lower court

decision eguiring the Department of Housing and Urban

Development along with the Chicago HOusing Authority to

develop a comprehensive metropolitan plan as a remedy for

unconstitutionally segregated public housing within the City

of Chicago. The court pointed out that the wrongdoer was a

Federal agency (HUD) that operated throughout--the Chicago

metropolitan area, that nO issue of an interdistrict

violation existed with respect to HUD, and that the remedy

would nOt necessarily require restructuring the operations

of suburban governmental entities that Lere not implicated

in any constitutional violation.66

In making these observations, the court helped clarify

the basis of its ruling In Milliken. In Gautreaux, the

wrongdoer was HUD, which had joined with the Chicago Housing

Authority to locate low-income housing for black families

almost exclusively in black neighborhoods. This was not a
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localized violation; indeed, HUD itself treated the

metropolitan area as the relevant housing market for its

operations. Accordingly, an order to HUD to develop a plan

to provide housing throughout the metropolitan area did viot

extend remedy beyond the scope of the violation.

This was the key difference inthe court's view, not,

as the court of appeals believed, that traditions of "local

control" were less strong in housing than in schools or that

housing desegregation was simpler than school desegregation

because it does not involve buSing or other logistical

problems. "Nothing in the Milliken decision the court

declared, "suggests a per se rule that federal courts lack

authority to order parties found to have violated the

Constitution to undertake remedial efforts beyond the

municipal boundaries of the city where the violation

occurred."67

In Short, the key to metropolitan remedy is the'finding

of a violation that is metropolitan in scope or at least not

limited by city boundaries. While some have suggested that

Gautreaux indicates that the Supreme Court looks-with more

favor on metropolitan housin4 than on metropolitan school

remedies, the decision itself does not support this view.

-The relief made available was of a limited'Cha acter;

insofar as the violator--HUD--could make housing avallable
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dealing directly with builders or developerS it was

ordered to do so. But suburban housing and zoning

authorities were not subject to the order because they had

not been found to have violated the law. Since the

production of housing in any substantial volume ordinarily

depends.upon the cooperation of such local authorities, the

Gautreaux decision in its current state is not expected to

result in major new opportunities for minorities to obtain

housing in the suburbs.619

The housing relief made available in Gautreaux then,

may be regarded as a useful adjunct to a metropolitan school

desegregation remedy. But it is not a substitute459

In sum, the cases decided by the Federal courts after

Milliken have confirmed the view that, while Milliken

renders the quest for metropolitan school desegregation more

difficult,70 it does not make it impossible.- Pursuit

these cases to a successful conclusion, however, will not

unlock the door to a metropolitan school remedy throughout

the country since all involve circumstances, such as the

manipulation of political boundaries, that are somewhat

special. A ruling of wider applicability would occur only

if the Supreme Court follows Justice Stewart's view that

school relief may be predicated upon the racially

segregative actions of government housing officials and,
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faced with -a record of the kind outlined in chapter II,

agrees that the segregation 7.1 public schools and housing

major cities is the product of government's participation in

policies of racial containment.

The Need for Executive and Legislative Action

The dec sion in Milliken v. Bradlel did not, of course,

occur in a political vacuum. Neither will future decisions

on the nature and scope of school des gregation relief in

large cities.

Justice Marshall, dissenting in Milliken,,made mention

of the impact that external factors can have upon judicial

decisionmaking:

Today's holding, I fear, is more a reflection of a

perceived public mood that we have gone,far enough

in enforcing the Constitution's guarantee of equal

justice than it is the product of neutral

principle- of law.71

Whether or not the perceived public moodfl was a

controlling factor in Milliken, it is clear that the case

was deCided in a political atmosphere highly adverse to the

extension of school desegregation requirements. Since 1969

two Presidents have been strongly critical of court

decisions requiring school desegregation. Administrative

enforcement of the 1964 civil_Rights Act has come almost to
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a halt except where private citizens have obtained court

orders requiring HEW to perform its statutory duties-72 and

numerous efforts have been made in the Congress--some at

least partially successful--to restrict the remedies

available to cure violations of the Constitution.73

This drumbeat of criticism from political leaders has

helped intensify pUblic sentiment and has subjected courts,

civil rights groups, and education leaders seeking to find

constructive solutions to problems of discrimination to

increasing pressures.74 In the process, voices in Congress

and elsewhere seeking a more a firmative approach have -been_

_submerged.

In December 1972 the Senate Select Committee-on Equal

Educational Opportunity which had conducted the most

extensive study of school desegregation ever implemented-in

, the Congress, recommended Federal financial support for

cooperative e forts to achieve integration on a

multidistrict basis.75 The Committee noted with approval the

recent adoption of a provision of the Emergency School Aid

Act--a law providing financial aid to meet needs incident'to

court-ordered or voluntary'desegregation--reserving 5

percent of the funds for voluntary metropolitan approaches.

In addition, the Committee urged consideration of special

incentives and priority in the allocation of Federal
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education aid to reward districts in metropolitan areas that

achieved broad-based, voluntary school integration plans".

But the high hopes expressed by the Committee for

cooperative metropolitan efforts with ESAA assistance have

not been fulfilled. Faced with anti-integration statements

emanating from the White House and congressional restraints

on the use of ESAA funds for pupil transportation, HEW has

taken little positive action to promote use of the

metropolitan provision. Most grants have gone not to new

programs but to Sustain and continue efforts, such as those

in the Boston and Rochester suburbs and Connecticut that

were begun before passage of ESAA. Lacking an affirmative

HEW initiative that might stimulate new applications,

Congress decided in 1974 to eliminate the special

reservation of funds for metropolitan area projects.77

While HEW appears undisturbed by the lack of activity

under ESAA,749 the need for legislative and executive support

for metropolitan school desegregation efforts is greater

than ever. As indicated in chapter III, metropolitan

remedies are consistent with other initiatives that school

authorities believe will improve the educational offering

for all children. Such efforts require encouragement and

financial assistance. Moreover, the declining school

enrollments faced by many school districts can provide some
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-of the f exibility n eded to make voluntary metropolitan

projects feasible. Many suburban and central city districts

have schools that are half-filled and are faced with
-

Prospects of discharging teachers. Thus, interdistrict

.cooperation may be possible without either overcrowding or

new construction and may, in fact, help to preserve

facilities that would otherwise be closed and to provide an

opportunity to utilize resources more efficiently.

In short, new leadership from the executive and

legislative branches is urgently needed. Such leadership

could revive the potential that Congress saw in passing the

Emergency School Aid Act and provide needed support for the

courts in assuring that metropolitan school desegregation

Plans are part of a total effort to improve the educational

offering for all children.

In this regard, the Commission recently noted its

exceptions to former President Ford's propoSed School

Desegregation Standards and AssiStance Act of 1976 (S. 3616)

which sought_in.Title I to narrow the definition of illegal

segregation and to restrict the scope of remedies available

to the Court.79 At the same time the commission pointed out

that, with some modifications, Title II of the proposed act,

which called for creation of a nonpartisan national

committee of citizens to provide assistance in
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desegregation, could significantly contribute to the

successful desegregation of the Nation s schools.

The Commission suggested that Congress double the

funding recommended by the administration for such a

committee and for grants so that more funds could be

available to facilitate desegregation. This funding could

complement Title IV Of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which

was designed to provide desegregating school districts with

technical assistance and expertise nOt available in the

community. If such a committee is established or if

increased funds become available for technical assistance in

desegregation, Congress and the President should assure that

the metropolitan anproach be considered as a viable remedy

for segregation.
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V. CONCLUSION

The focus of this report has been on the situation of

minority children in the public schools of the_largest

cities of this nation. While elsewhere much progress has

been made in desegregating public schools, Its these

children of the cities meme than any others who have yet to

reap any benefit from the promise in the Constitution and in

Brown v. Board of Education that they would be accorded the

equal protection of the laws.

The migration of blacks and other minorities to the

cities in search of opportunities and the suburbanization of

whites has left the Nation with a new problem of racial

separation--not merely segregated schools, but segregated

school systems coexisting within the same metropolitan area.

The problem is growing worse, not better. Despite increased

mobility for some middle-class minority families, the

continued and rapid migration of whites from cities to

suburbs has resulted in heightened racial and economic

separation. Increasingly, the boundaries between cities and

suburbs have become not merely political dividing lines but

barriers that separate people by race and economic class.

Accordingly, the future of school desegregation in these
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large urban areas hinges upon whether the ob

provide a remedy ends at the city line.

In its first opinion on this issue, the Supreme Court

gatio

-

posed a critical question: Whether the segregation that

exists between cities and suburbs is the product principally

of private residential choice or of policies of

discrimination in which government has played an important

role, or whether indeed the causes of such segregation are

known at all. The Commission believes that the evidence on

this question points to clear conclusions. The

concentration of blacks and other minorities in the inner

city is not in any significant measure the result of

individual choice or even of income differences among the

races. Rather, government at all levels has played a major

role in creating racial ghettos and in excluding minorities

from access to the suburban housing opportunities that

government aid made possible. Although national policy has

now changed to favor equal housing opportunity, government

has yet to undo the damage that its policies have inflicted

over the past century; indeed in some areas government

agencies continue to be partners to racially discriminatory

activity. In short, children in metropolitan areas remain

in racially isolated schools and housing because of policies
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of racial containment, policies to which government has

contributed greatly.

If we are correct in these conclusions a metropolitan

school desegregation reniedy is required under the

Constitution and applicable Supreme Court decisions. We

have also become convinced that such a remedy is feasible

and makes good educational sense. The objections that have

been voiced about metropolitan desegregation, while stemming

from genuine concerns, are not valid. Adequate educational

structures exist for coping with the fiscal and

administrative problems occasioned by school district

reorganization. Methods also are available to decentralize

decisionmaking in reorganized districts so that lOcal

control and,the influence of parents on the educational

process are preserved and even enhanced. And, contrary to

general belief, the amount of busing required to accomplish

metropolitan desegregation is not extensive when compared

with busing for desegregation or other pu poses within
.

districts.

Not only are the objections to metropolitan remedy

unfounded, but desegregation on a metropolitan basis offers

positive.advantages. Education leaders lonThave called for

cooperative endeavors in metropolitan areaS to special

educational needs on a more efficient basis. Metropolitan'
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desegregation is consistent with and would facilitate these

other desired educational goals. In addition the

experiences of urban counties such as Charlotte-Mecklenburg

and Tampa-Billsbor ugh show that metropolitan plans can

provide stability and educational advantages to all

children. Such plans have proved far less divisive than

those which place the entire burden of change on black and

white working-class famili s in the inner city.

Metropolitan school desegregation has been tried and it

works.

It is true, of course, that no single approach will

suffice to remedy long-entrenched practices of

discrimination. Once the dual housing ma ket is eliminated

and obstacles to economic advancement are removed, minority

citizens will have easier access to desegregated communities

and schools throughout metropolitan areas. But housing and

employment initiatives will come too late to be of benefit

to today's school children now attending racially and

economically isolated schools--schools that are operated in

violation of the Constitution. Housing and employment

remedies are a valuable adjunct to metropolitan school

desegregation, but they are not a substitute.

One of the principal obstacles to a sensible and

effective remedy for public school segregation .isthe
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negative climate that has been fostered by the statements

and actions of some of our political leaders. A f w years

ago Congress took the first step toward fostering

cooperative efforts to desegregate public schools-in

metropolitan areas. Unfortunately, this fine beginning has

been obliterated by the wave of negativism of recent years.

The Commission believes that it ,is time now for the

President and Congress td provide a constructive role by

providing the assistance needed to assure that court-ordered

metropolitan desegregation provides the maximum educational

benefits for all children and by encouraging voluntary

efforts to the same end. We have recommended in recent

reports dealing with equal educational opportunity the

following actions that could accelerate and intensify the

Federal Government's program in this area:

1. That leaders at the nationa4 State, and local

levels must accept the fact that desegregation of the

Nation's schools is a constitutional imperative.

2. That the Federal Government must strengthen and

expand programs designed to facilitate the school

desegregation process. Congress should make new funds

available for voluntary effortó to achieve metropolitan

school desegregation. HEW should engage in a vigorous
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effort to obtain participation of school districts in such a

program.

3. That there must be vigorous enforcement of laws

which contribute to the development of desegregated

communities.2

4. That a major investment of time and resources must

be made in order to deal with misconceptions relative to

desegregation.

5. That under the direction of an appropriate Federal

official to be designated by the President, all of the

resources and authorities of the executive branch be pooled

in the interest of bringing about a vigorous and effective

enforcement of the Constitutional mandate to desegregate

elementary and secondary schools.

6. That the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare develop comprehensive guidelines on major

educational issues such as metropolitan desegregation and

pupil transportation. These guidelines should clearly

identify the civil rights and equal educational opportunity

responsibilities of public schools under the Constitution

and under Federal law. These guidelines should cover the

extent to which HEW will consider the role which

governmental bodies other than school districts such as
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housing authorities, play in the creation of segregated

school systems.

7. BEW should more vigorously enforce:the law

requiring equal educational opportunity. It should include

in all compliance reviews an assessment of the degree to

which racially-ethnically segregated schools exist and

require districts to desegregate such schools by whatever

lawful measures are required. Where in a metropolitan:area

HEW finds great concentration of minority pupils within

inner cities and few in suburban:schools, it should

investigate the possibility that this racial-ethnic

isolation was caused by an interdistrict violation of law.

While many of u- including both white and minority

citizens whose children's futures are at stake, have been

discouraged by the slow and tortuous pace in implementing

the Constitution, we now have a solid base of experience to

demonstrate that desegregation can be made to work. We have

come too far toward vindicating at last th- promise of equal

justice under law to turn back now.
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Notes to Cha-

1. See, e.g., U.S. Commission on
the Letter and Spirit of the Law:
Nation's Public Schools, 1976; and
Enforcement Effort--19745 VOl. III,
Educational Opportunity, 1975.

V

Civil Rights, Fulfilling
Desegregation of the
The Federal Civil Rights
To Ensure Egaal

2. At p. 157 of plifilling the Letter and S irit
, the Commission stated:

The President and the Congress should make a
concerted effort to provide the authority and
resources necessary for facilitating metropolitan
residential desegregation and thereby maximize
school desegregation. Each State receiving
Federal housing and community development grants
should be required to establish a metropolitan
agency with authority to plan and implement a
program for metropolitan housing development,
including provision of adequate, moderate- and
low-income housing throughout the metropolitan
area and various services to assist minority
families to secure housing outside central cities.
A special tax incentive should be granted to
families who select housing in areas Where
residents are predominantly of another race or
ethnic group. The congress should strengthen the
enforcement of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968 by authorizing the Department of Housing
and Urban Development to issue cease-and desist
orders to end discriminatory housing practices.
In addition, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development should assign the highest priority to
enforcement of fair housing laws, including an
expanded Title VIII compliance review program.
Such a program would require development of .

affirmative housing opportunities plans, providing
for review and revision of local zoning
ordinances, building codes, land use policies,
real estate practices, and rental policies that
prohibit or discourage housing opportunities for
minorities.
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